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PRESENTATION ABSTRACT

My laboratory studies arteries from different areas of the body and we invent new devices and methods of vascular repair for open cardiovascular and endovascular surgery. My work focuses on the architecture and function of the largest human artery, the aorta, and the main artery that spans the thigh and knee to feed blood to the legs and feet, the femoropopliteal artery. In the lab we study both normal and diseased arteries, investigating how basic blood vessel structure and shape change in the short term as our heart pumps and we move our legs, and over longer periods of time as we age. We measure and model flow and mechanical forces to help predict how different arteries and repair devices, like stents and synthetic bypass grafts, interact and respond to perturbations. We use our experimental data to help create computer models of functioning arteries and like Boeing models a jet under different flight conditions to look for weaknesses in a wing, our lab models arteries repaired with different devices or materials to look for weaknesses in our current therapeutic approaches. Though some patients do very well with certain surgical and interventional treatments, problems such as repair durability, high cost, and the frequent occurrence of other short and long-term complications demand improvement. This is especially true for repairs of the major arteries in the thigh, around and below the knee, and certain regions of the aorta. Vascular surgeons have long performed exquisitely customized operations. Combining new experimental methods with classical anatomical, physiological, and histopathological studies of human and large animal arteries will enhance the precision and personalization of therapeutics for vascular and endovascular surgery once thought the realm of science fiction.
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